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Abstract. Post-growth transfer and high growth temperature are two major hurdles that research has to overcome to get graphene out of research laboratories. Here, using a plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition process, we demonstrate the large-area formation of continuous transparent graphene layers at temperatures as low as 450 °C. Our few-layer graphene grows at the interface between a pre-deposited 200-nm Ni catalytic film and an insulating glass substrate. After nickel etching, we are able to measure the optical transmittance of the layers without any transfer. We also measure their sheet resistance directly and after ink-jet printing of electrical contacts: sheet resistance is locally as low as 500 Ω/sq. Finally the samples equipped with printed contacts appear to be efficient humidity sensors.  

PACS: 68.65.Pq Graphene films, 81.05.ue Materials science of graphene, 07.07.Df Sensors  

1. Introduction  
The integration of graphene in microelectronics requires the ability to synthesize this material in a reproducible and low cost manner. Early preparation methods, such as mechanical or chemical exfoliation of HOPG (highly ordered pyrolytic graphite) [1, 2], or epitaxial growth by high temperature annealing of (0001) SiC [3] in ultra-high vacuum (UHV), fall short in terms of reproducibility or scalability.  

In contrast, methods involving the catalytic crystallization of graphene on a metallic substrate may enable large-area fabrication and appear well adapted to meet the requirements for industrial applications. Carbon atoms can be brought to the metal substrate by several techniques. The most popular is (i) chemical vapour deposition (CVD) [4-6], which uses gaseous (methane, acetylene, etc.) or liquid (ethanol, propanol, etc.) carbon sources [7, 8]. Interestingly, CVD may be induced by a laser, enabling direct growth of a graphene pattern [9]. Besides CVD, carbon atoms can also be brought by (ii) a solid-state source (organic layers, amorphous carbon, diamond, etc.) [10-14] or (iii) they can be implanted in the metallic substrate [15-17]. In all these methods, graphene is obtained during a high-temperature stage or during the sample cooling immediately following it. It often includes several graphene layers (“few-layer graphene, FLG”). However, the substrate in these techniques is a conducting metal, such as nickel or copper. Thus, after the graphene film is formed, its subsequent use in electrical devices generally requires transfer to an insulating, functional substrate. This transfer operation introduces a variety of defects into the graphene sheet [18].  

Several teams around the world have attempted to develop alternative growth methods to avoid transfer. For instance, one can evaporate the thin metal substrate, after graphene growth, by a long high-temperature treatment [19]. Graphene sheets can also be obtained by directly depositing carbon or a
carbon-based layer on SiO₂ before depositing nickel atop and by finally anneal to transform the carbon into graphene [20, 21]. They can even be obtained directly on SiO₂ without the help of a catalyst layer [22]. However, the main drawback of all these transfer-free techniques is the requirement for a high temperature step before deposition [19], during deposition [20, 22] or during annealing [21].

This high temperature requirement is not only costly, but also incompatible with IC processes or with low melting-temperature substrates such as glass. Thus a variety of trials have attempted to grow graphene in a low temperature range (300-550°C), particularly without catalyst [23-25].

The main character of the present study is to obtain crystallisation of graphene at low temperature, directly on glass, with the help of a metallic catalyst. Our specific approach provokes the growth of graphene at the interface between a catalytic film and an insulating substrate [26, 27].

In this paper, we demonstrate the synthesis of continuous large-area graphene layers directly on glass substrates at temperatures as low as 450 °C. These films are made of 1 to ~30 layers (few-layer graphene, FLG). We then use such films in the fabrication of low-cost humidity sensors. The latter are obtained by ink-jet printing electrical contacts on the as-grown samples after nickel etching. Such sensors have a variety of applications in civil and urban engineering, such as the assessment of building energy performances or the monitoring of transport infrastructure ageing [28].

2. Growth method

We initially discussed the possibility of interfacial growth in a patent [26]. We were then able to demonstrate the principle using dc-PECVD [27, 29]. At an atomic scale, the catalytic crystallisation that takes place here is similar to the one which is well documented on PECVD of carbon nanotubes [30-33].

Such a growth at the Ni/SiO₂ interface has then also been demonstrated by other groups using standard CVD or various solid-state carbon sources [21, 34]. The difference of the dc-PECVD process discussed here with standard thermal CVD is that here, carbon species have a higher kinetic energy (several hundreds of eV) and thus disturb the top Ni surface, which probably plays a significant role in promoting interface segregation and precipitation.

Moreover, the particular configuration of our setup (triode mode) enables us to extract energetic ionic carbon and hydrogen species and to aim them at the substrate along the electric field lines, which are perpendicular to the substrate surface [35]. From the existing literature on the bias-enhanced nucleation of diamond [36, 37], we believe that above a threshold kinetic energy (around some tens of eV), a subplantation of carbon atoms takes place below the catalyst surface. The exact mechanisms are presently under investigation.

Here, a 200-nm Ni film is first evaporated on a 1-mm thick glass substrate. The substrate is loaded on the cathode of our triode type direct-current PECVD system. We apply a hydrogen plasma in order to reduce the oxidized top metal surface. We then apply the dc-PECVD process for either 6 or 12 mm to the substrate heated at 450 °C. The dc voltage applied between anode and central electrode is 650 V; an additional few tens of volts are applied between the latter and cathode. We use a flow of methane (40 sccm) and hydrogen (50 sccm). To observe and use the graphene layers that have precipitated at the nickel-glass interface, we first remove in situ the graphitic carbon that has grown on the nickel top surface with a water vapour plasma. We then etch off the nickel layer in a commercial solution at room temperature (Nickel Etchant TBF - Transene). Figure 1 depicts the main steps of this fabrication process.

Before etching the nickel, we check by Raman spectrometry (figure 2a), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (figures 2b and 2c) and XPS that no trace of carbon remains on the nickel top surface (Raman spectra were recorded using a LabRAM-HR800 from Horiba-Jobin-Yvon, and the scanning electron
microscope was a Hitachi S-4800 FE). Hence, we know that after Ni etching, only interface graphene remains on the glass substrate: the films that we study and use in the following are solely made of the graphene layers that have grown directly on the glass surface below the Ni layer.

Figure 1. Schematic of interfacial graphene growth: (a) Ni evaporation on glass, (b) dc-PECVD at 450 °C, (c) etching of the surface graphene by H$_2$O plasma, followed by wet Ni etching, (d) final graphene-on-glass sample.

Figure 2. (a) Raman spectra of the top nickel surface after dc-PECVD process and before (in blue) or after (in red) water vapour plasma exposure. These spectra indicate that all trace of carbon has been removed from the top surface. (b, c) SEM images of the top Ni surface before (b) and after (c) plasma treatment (Scale bar is 5 µm).

3. Characterization of the films
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, figure 3) was performed using a Jeol 2010 F equipped with a Gatan Imaging Filter for electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). Experiments were carried out at 200 keV on a film grown with the 12-mm process. The TEM sample was prepared by transferring onto a TEM grid a part of the film that was floating in the Ni-etchant. The film exhibits the same regular wavy contrast over the whole observable area (figures 3a and 3b). It appears to be made of regions of ca. 200 nm in diameter (figure 3d) bordered by bent areas where the number of graphene layers appears to be 10 to 30 (figures 3e and 3g). We expect that the flat areas are only about half as thick (figure 3g). The local bending of the flakes causes the thickness to vary with a ~ 200-nm characteristic distance. Such a wavelength remaining below the visible range, this roughness is not optically visible (see figure 4). EELS (figure 3c) and electron diffraction (figure 3f) indicate that the film is crystalline. The shape of the EELS carbon K-edge exhibits features well-referenced in graphite (see for instance [38]), which correspond to the transition of the ejected core electrons to the $\pi^*$ and $\sigma^*$ conduction bands. The powder pattern in figure 3e indicates that the structure is nanocrystalline: the line width of the 100 ring corresponds to a size of coherently diffracting areas (~grain size) of ~3 nm, according to Scherrer formula.
Figure 3. Plan-view TEM of a graphene film grown at 450°C by a 12-mm dc-PECVD process. (a, b) Low-magnification images with superimposed films in (b) due to folding; the small red square in (a) represents the area of (d). (c) Electron energy loss carbon K-edge, recorded in a homogeneous area such as that circled in (d) (in red) compared to a spectrum characteristic of graphite (in black, courtesy of O. Stéphan, copyright (1996) by The American Physical Society [38]). (d) Intermediate magnification and (e) high-resolution images showing bent parts exhibiting stacks of graphene layers. (c) Electron diffraction pattern recorded over the area circled in (d). The 100 and 110 rings are characteristic of nanocrystalline graphene; the 002 dots come from bent parts such as that in (b). (g) Schematic of the layers deduced from the observations.

Combined optical and Raman observations (figure 4) confirm on a larger scale the TEM observations. Except for a fold that probably formed during the drying process, we observe (figure 4) that the FLG film covers uniformly the glass substrate. Figure 4b exhibits a Raman spectrum typical of the layer, acquired over an area of 1 µm². The G band (figure 4b), originating from in-plane vibrations of sp² carbon bonds, is observed at 1597 cm⁻¹. The defect signal is relatively important (D in figure 4b, $I_D/I_G = 1.18$), while the 2D band remains weak ($I_G/I_{2D} = 3.54$). The strength of the D band may be explained by the nanocrystalline nature of our material: there is a high density of defective bonds at the boundaries between the nano-grains.
The optical transmittance of the FLG films measured in the visible and near infra-red range (figure 5) is found to be respectively 78.4 % and 67.3 % at 650 nm for plasma exposure times of 6 and 12 minutes. The dependence of the transmittance on wavelength remains small, which is very promising for future applications based on transparency given the relative simplicity of the process (low-temperature synthesis and transfer-free fabrication). Although the nanocrystalline structure of our material differs from that of true graphene, one may roughly estimate the number of layers by using the “2.3% transmittance loss for each additional layer” rule [39]. Based on this relationship, the number of layers is respectively ~9 and ~15 for the 6-min and 12-min deposits. Thus the number of layers measured by TEM (figure 3b) would be characteristic of the bent parts only; the flat parts would be thinner.

Figure 5. Optical transmittance in the 300 to 1000-nm range, for two plasma exposure times. The vertical dotted line indicates the 650-nm wavelength (see text).

4. Conductivity and sensor application
As the graphite sheets are grown directly on an insulating substrate, they do not need to be transferred before measuring the sheet resistance. We directly ink-jet printed series of four 500 µm x 1000 µm parallel rectangular electrodes separated by 500 µm using INKTEC TEC-IJ-010 silver ink in a Dimatix DMP-2800 materials printer (figure 6a).
We measured a sheet resistance as low as 500 $\Omega$/sq on a 12-mn sample. Sheet resistances vary significantly depending on the location on the samples, which is attributed to inhomogeneous thickness. Quite interestingly, the sample exposed only 6 minutes to the growth plasma, which presents 78.4 % transmittance at 650 nm (figure 5), exhibits an average sheet resistance of 5 ±1.2 k$\Omega$/sq.

Sensitivity of materials to gas is often related to the density of defect sites [40], which makes a priori our material an outstanding candidate for gas sensing. We characterized two 12-mn sheets under increasing relative humidity (RH). For both devices, the sensitivity to humidity is clear, especially above 40 % RH. For the best conductive material, the sheet resistance increases by almost 700 $\Omega$ from 3.3 to 4.0 k$\Omega$/sq. (+20 %) between 5 % and 63 % relative humidity (figure 6b); for the other sheet, the resistance increases by 3 k$\Omega$ from 45 to 48 k$\Omega$/sq. (+7 %) between 4 % and 86 % RH. These variations appear large enough to be measured by discrete electronic components, thus paving the way toward actual graphene-based integrated humidity sensors.

![Figure 6. (a) The inkjet printed silver electrodes; (b) sheet resistance versus relative humidity for a graphene sheet resulting from the 12-mn process.](image)

5. Conclusions
To conclude, we have demonstrated the low temperature (450 °C) growth of continuous few-layer graphene sheets on a low cost, insulating substrate: glass. No transfer is required before post-processing to fabricate electronic devices. The material features locally low sheet resistance, although the defect density is quite high. The defect density may explain the high sensitivity of our material to relative humidity. These results herald the prototyping of actual low-cost graphene sensors for civil and urban engineering applications.
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